
Enthusiastic about physics from an early age
“At that time I myself began to concentrate on conduc-
tive polymers. From my point of view, the potential use 
in organic solar cells was of particular interest,” reports 
Müller-Buschbaum.
Step by step the scientist gained expertise in this very no-
vel interdisciplinary field of research. And he brought to-
gether two disciplines which have accompanied him from 
his youth - physics and chemistry. Peter Müller-Buschbaum 
knew at an early age that he wanted to study physics and 
work in research. “Physics was the most interesting lesson 
of the entire week,” he remembers. And the affinity to 
chemistry runs in his family for his father was professor for 
chemistry in Kiel and his brother is professor for chemistry 
at the University of Würzburg. 

From up north to down south
After having studied physics in Kiel, where he also recei-
ved his PhD, Peter Müller-Buschbaum worked at the Max 
Planck Institute for Polymer Research in Mainz. Before 
he started his work at the TUM Department of Physics 
in 1999, he spent time at the Institut Laue-Langevin (ILL) 
and the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) in 
Grenoble. The 47-year-old scientist has been heading the 
Chair of Functional Materials on behalf of Prof. Petry since 
2006. Together with his team he investigates the structure 
and dynamics of polymers and hybrid materials, biopoly-
mers and metal and glass surfaces to explore their func-
tional properties. 

An orientation guide for polymers
Among other things, the scientists are currently trying to 
structure the polymers in organic solar cells in a more tar-
geted way. Normally, the molecules organize themselves 
during the formation of the conductive layer. The addition 
of a third component could influence this self-organiza-
tion process in a precise manner by forming some kind 
of artificial scaffolding and result in improved structures. 
In order to characterize the newly created components, 
the scientists are primarily working with surface-sensitive 
scattering methods. 
In their own laboratory, the scientists use X-ray and light 
scattering techniques to explore the materials’ structure. 
In cooperation with international research centers they 
are also able to examine their samples using synchrotron 
and neutron scattering, both very powerful methods for 
determining the structure and dynamics of materials.
Peter Müller-Buschbaum is very positive about the future 
of organic solar cells: “Now that some large firms have 
given up, there is more room for the small companies, 
which are highly innovative and meanwhile also relatively 
successful. And the chances that the solar cells will be pro-
duced in Germany are very good because it will be possible 
to print them at low cost and printing technology has a 
long tradition here in Germany.”

Conductive polymer film: X-ray microscopic image (STXM) 
showing two energy levels (a, b) and respectively calculated 
amount of solvent (dark = large amount of solvent) (c).

About 20 million tons of plastic are produced in Germany every year and used 
primarily for packaging, construction and insulation materials. “Plastics, that 

is to say, artificially produced polymers, are much more versatile and have been 
underestimated for a long time,” explains Peter Müller-Buschbaum, Professor for 
Functional Materials at the Physics Department at TUM. This was recognized by the 
general public in fall 2000, when the Nobel Prize in Chemistry was awarded for the 
discovery and development of electrically conductive polymers. This paved the 
way for plastics to become ever more ubiquitous in modern physics. 

The double life of plastics 
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